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All I can say is it's about time! Why did it take so damn 
long to get out a DVD of one of the most energetic, lively 
performers of all time? Andrew WK, is a performer who 
plays by his own rules and so does this DVD. This DVD, 
as narrated by WK himself documents his rise from 
humble beginnings: taking the train in NY for hours to 
play with his keyboard and drum machine in front of 5 
people, to realizing that this music was bigger than him 
alone, moving to Florida, finding new musicians, coming 
back to NY and then taking on the world!  

This DVD is jam packed with live performances from all 
over the globe, showcasing all of his greatest songs like 
"She Is Beautiful", "You Will Remember Tonight" and "We 
Want Fun". Some of which are nothing short of Epic, the 
lighting, the sound, the performances in Japan where he 
performed in a wheelchair due to a broken foot. Then 
some are just....annoying I guess? Only because the 
sound is so horrific you can tell it was filmed RIGHT next 
to a speaker.  

Aside from the live footage there is a glimpse into who 
AWK is. I once read in an interview (in regards to why his 
face was smashed on the cover of his smash debut "I Get 
Wet") where he said, "I hate being bored, when I get 
bored I'll do anything I can to break that, so I smashed my 
face with a cinder block." You can tell there were scenes 
in this DVD where…well...Andrew got bored. With an 
almost creepy Silent Hill type environment, there are 
scenes where Andrew will stare at the camera, without 
blinking for a good minute. Then he just screams for 
another minute, not blinking or taking a breath the whole 
time. Other scenes where you find yourself in a dark, run 
down apartment room where the door is open a crack. 
Just enough to let you see into the hall After a minute of 
just this, Andrew flashes by and other scenes where he is 
seemingly birthed by a couch.  

All in all this DVD follows no path and leads its life (or 
running time) how it please, like Andrew WK does. This is 
a perfect history lesson and look into the life of one of the 
most heart felt, energetic and genuine performers ever. If 
not apparent already, this DVD proves that AWK doesn't 
do this for the money or the fame. He does this so we can 
all be happy if only for one shining moment and have fun, 
if just for one night. Thank you Andrew WK! By  
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-Boss Anjo  
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